ABSTRACT: We present a geometric modeling tool by freehand drawings. The idea is to use a 2D template topology library as an essential tool to reconstruct and modify the 3D shape step by step. The template topology library is called T -LIB which is consisted of 2D Edge Graphs and the corresponding algorithms to generate 3D objects. We analyze the local structure around the input strokes as a 2D Edge Graph. Once the Edge Graph can be matched to a template of T-LIB, the 3D object can be generated in basic shape reconstruction procedure, or modified in 3D shape modification procedure. After we get the polyhedral network, we use fillet operation and subdivision to get smooth shape.
Introduction
Although it has become common to use CAD/CAM Edge Graphs and the corresponding algorithms to generate 3D objects. The input strokes are analyzed as a 2D Edge Graph. It is used both in 3D shape reconstruction and modification procedures. In 3D shape reconstruction procedure, referring to Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) , we match the Edge Graph to the library and create a basic 3D object. While in modification procedure, referring to Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(d) , the 3D object can be modified from T -LIB. In such a simple way, a 3D object with complex topology can be analyzed and reconstructed.
Interpretation of Sketch Input

Sketch Plane
The strokes are drawn on a plane which is called Sketch Plane. It can be regarded as a plane between 3D object space and screen of user interface.
Referring to Fig.2 , there is a cube in 3D object space. The designer draws strokes on the 3D cube in order to modify it. But actually the strokes are drawn in the Sketch Plane.
The Sketch Plane is used for stroke input and modification process and Edge Graph analysis. 
Edge Graph
Edge Graph is a 2D topology graph. It is calculated from the input strokes and the projected edges of 3D mesh which intersect these strokes. Here, we use a proper threshold to judge whether the strokes meet at one vertex or not.
Edge Graph Analysis Case 1
Referring to Fig.3 , case 1 is that no edge of 3D mesh intersects the input strokes. In this case, we will build a 2D Edge Graph directly.
Edge Graph Analysis Case 2
Referring to Fig.4 , case 2 is that some edges of 3D mesh intersect the strokes. In this case, we implement a process called T-EXTRACT to get the intersecting edges from 3D mesh. And then project them to Sketch Plane. From the input strokes together with the projected edges, we can build a 2D Edge Graph.
About Noise
The noise is caused from the illegal stroke input and illegal extracted edges of 3D mesh in section 2.2.2. So in the Edge Graph analysis process, we should implement a process to remove the noise strokes and noise edges of 3D mesh. Fig.  4(b) ) is a cube Edge Graph. The 3D object of Fig.  4(b) is a 3D cube in T LIB 1. We say that Fig. 4(b) is a convex template.
T-LIB
The convex templates are illustrated in 
T-LIB 2: Concave Templates
Here, we use the term •gconcave•h which means the 3D object of Edge Graph is inside of the 3D object.
Referring to Fig.  7 , the extracted Edge Graph (in Fig.   7 (a)) is a concave cube Edge Graph. The algorithm of cube shape reconstruction is discussed in this section. The input strokes are shown in Fig. 9(a) , the extracted 2D Edge Graph is shown in Fig. 9(b) . The 3D cube is calculated by evaluating a camera normal and using parallel projection. From equation (10-12), we can get equation (13).
Then Vi can be calculated, the vertex V2, V3 can be gotten from equation (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Other vertices can be calculated with the parallel information. In such a way, the basic 3D shape can be generated.
For triangular prism and triangular pyramid template in T-LIB 1, the algorithms of 3D shape reconstruction are also given by using the principle of parallel projection and some assumption.
3D Shape Modification
Project 2D Edge Graph to 3D Object
In 3D modification process, after calculate the 2D Edge Graph in Sketch Plane, we project the 2D Edge Graph to 3D object and get a 3D Edge Graph. The hidden face can be calculated by referring to this 3D Edge Graph.
Referring to Fig. 10 , we input strokes on 3D shape and build a 2D Edge Graph. Then we project the 2D Edge Graph to 3D shape and adjust the edges. The modified shape is shown in Fig. 10(d) .
Modify the 3D shape
After projected the 2D Edge Graph to 3D object, the modification procedure works as followings:
For each face of 3D object by T-LIB, if it is in a face f of 3D shape, we modify f by deleting this part from f, while if it is not in a face f, we create a new same face and add it to the 3D object.
Here the angle between the stroke and edge of 3D shape is used as a threshold to adjust the Edge Graph for get the parallel information. 
About Cracking Problem
The modification process can produce a cracking problem if the hide face intersects with other face of 3D shape.
Based on the different requirements, there are two solutions of solving the cracking problem. One is automatic adjusting the parameters, the other one is calculating the intersecting lines and then modifying the intersecting faces. 
Examples
Conclusion
We propose a geometric modeling tool by freehand drawings. The idea is to use a 2D template topology library as an essential tool to reconstruct and modify the 3D shape step by step. The template topology library is called T-LIB which is consisted of 2D Edge Graphs and the corresponding algorithms to generate 3D objects. We analyze the local structure around the input strokes as a 2D Edge Graph. Once the Edge Graph can be matched to a template of T-LIB, the 3D object can be generated in basic shape reconstruction procedure, or modified in 3D shape modification procedure. After we get the polyhedral network, we use fillet operation and subdivision to get smooth shape. Future work should be adding more templates and proposing template definition rules.
